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Abstract

An audio registration method based on dynamic time-
warping (DTW) technique was described. DTW technique
can be used to register two audio signals whose type of
misalignment in time domain is unknown. By measuring
the frame dissimilarities in two audio signals, the best
alignment between a pair of audio signals can be
obtained to register the two audio signals. This method
can solve the registration problem for audio signal which
is processed by re-scaling in the time domain. It is useful
in many audio applications and has been applied in
digital audio watermarking detection.

1. Introduction

Registration is a fundamental task in image
processing used to match two or more pictures taken, for
examples, at different times, from different sensors, or
from different viewpoints. These images need to be
aligned with one another so that differences can be
detected. The key step of image registration is to find an
optimal transformation to match one image with another
image. The determination of the optimal transformation
depends on the types of variations between the images.
Currently applications of image registration mainly focus
on three areas: (1) medical image analysis[1]-including
diagnostic medical imaging, such as tumour detection and
disease localization, and biomedical research including
classification of microscopic images of blood cells,
cervical smears, and chromosomes; (2) computer vision
and pattern recognition[2]-for numerous different tasks
such as segmentation, object recognition, shape
recognition, motion tracking, stereo mapping and
character recognition; (3) remotely sensed data
processing[3]-for civilian and military applications in
agriculture, geology, oceanography, oil and mineral
exploration, pollution and urban studies, forestry and
target location and identification. So far, a broad range of
techniques in image registration has been developed for
various types of data and problems. These techniques

include correlation and sequential method[4], Fourier
method[5], point mapping method[6], and elastic model-
based matching method[7].
Comparing with image processing, it is difficult to find a
transformation between the original audio and the
processed audio suffered intentional attacks or common
signal manipulations[8] since there are so fewer invariant
features in an audio signal. However, audio registration is
required in many audio processing applications,
especially in digital audio watermarking technology[9].
For a watermarked audio signal, it will be difficult to
detect the watermark if it suffers attacks such as randomly
remove or add a frame and/or re-scale in time domain. In
order to avoid such problems, audio registration must be
performed before watermark detection.
In this paper, we use Dynamic Time-Warping (DTW)
technique to make audio registration and it has been
embedded in our digital audio watermarking system. The
DTW technique is the primary approach taken to register
two audio signals whose type of misalignment in time
domain is unknown. By measuring the frame
dissimilarities in two audio signals, the best alignment
between a pair of audio signals can be obtained to register
the two audio signals. This is functionally equivalent to
finding an optimal path through a grid mapping the
features of one audio frame to the features of the other
audio frame. For the audio signal under consideration and
the reference audio signal, they are first divided into
fixed-length frames, and then the power spectral
parameters in each frame are calculated using non-linear
frequency scale method. An optimal path will be
generated by calculating the minimum dissimilarity of
relevant frames between reference audio and considered
audio. The registration is performed according to this
optimal path. By doing so, any possible shifting, scale, or
other non-linear time domain distortion between two
audio signals will be detected and relevant operations will
be done to register the two audio signals.

2. DTW Technique
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DTW technique uses dynamic programming to solve
the time alignment and normalization between two audio
signals.
Consider two audio signals xF  and yF , represented by

the frames ),,,( 21 xTxxx ⋅⋅⋅  and ),,,( 21 yTyyy ⋅⋅⋅

respectively. We use xi  and yi  to denote the time indices

of xF  and yF . xT  and yT  are the duration of two audio

signals. The dissimilarity between xF  and yF  is defined

by considering some function of the spectral distortion
),(

yx ii yxd , which will be denoted for simplicity of

notation as ),( yx iid  where xx Ti ,,2,1 ⋅⋅⋅=  and

yy Ti ,,2,1 ⋅⋅⋅=  without ambiguity. A more general time

alignment and normalization scheme involves the use of
two warping functions, xφ  and yφ , which relate the

indices of the two audio signals, xi  and yi  respectively,

to a common “normal” time axis k , i.e.,
Tkki xx ,,2,1     )( ⋅⋅⋅== φ   (1)

Tkki yy ,,2,1     )( ⋅⋅⋅== φ                  (2)

A global frame dissimilarity measure ),( yx FFdφ  can be

defined based on the warping function pair ),( yx φφφ =
as the accumulated distortion over the entire audio
signals, namely,

∑
=

=
T

k
yxyx kmkkdFFd

1
)())(),((),( φφφ   (3)

where ))(),(( kkd yx φφ  is a spectral distortion defined for

)(kx
xφ  and )(ky

yφ , and )(km is a nonnegative path

weighting coefficient.
To complete the definition of a dissimilarity measure for
the ),( yx FF  pair of signals, we need to specify the path

),( yx φφφ = as indicated in Eq.(3). There is obviously an

extremely large number of possible warping function
pairs. The key issue then is which path should be chosen
such that the overall path dissimilarity can be measured
with consistency. We define the dissimilarity ),( yx FFD

as the minimum of ),( yx FFdφ , over all possible paths,

such that
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Similarly, the minimum partial accumulated distortion
along a path connecting )1,1(  and ),( yx ii  is
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                     (5)

where xx iT =)'(φ  and yy iT =)'(φ  are implied.

The dynamic programming recursion with constrains thus
becomes

))],(),','(()','([min),(
)','(

yxyxyx
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yx iiiiiiDiiD
yx

ξ+=       (6)

where ξ  is the weighting accumulated distortion (local

distance) between point )','( yx ii  and point ),( yx ii .
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φφξ         (7)

with sL  being the number of moves in the path from

)','( yx ii  to ),( yx ii  according to xφ  and yφ . Again

xsx iLT ')'( =−φ  , ysy iLT ')'( =−φ                                 (8)

Therefore, the DTW implementation for finding the best
path through a xT  by yT  grid, beginning at )1,1(  and

ending at ),( yx TT  can be summarized as follows.

(1) Initialization
      )1()1,1()1,1( mdD =                        (9)

(2) Recursion
For yyxx TiTi ≤≤≤≤ 1 , 1  such that xi  and yi  stay

within the allowable grid, compute
))],(),','(()','([min),(

)','(
yxyxyx

ii
yx iiiiiiDiiD

yx

ξ+=     (10)

where )),(),','(( yxyx iiiiξ   is defined by Eq.(7).

(3) Termination
      ),(),( yxyx TTDFFd =                  (11)

1. Audio Registration Algorithm

Audio registration is a fundamental task in audio
processing used to match the original audio signal with
the processed audio signal suffered intentional attacks
such as randomly remove or add a segment in the audio
signal or common signal manipulations such as re-scale
audio signal in time domain.

In the registration process, DTW technique is used to
register two audio signals whose type of misalignment in
time domain is unknown. By measuring the frame
dissimilarities in two audio signals, the best alignment
between a pair of audio signals can be obtained to register
the two audio signals. Fig.1 shows the registration process
of two audio signals.
Feature extraction is used to calculate the feature vectors
of each frame. Based on the feature measures, the frame
dissimilarities between two audio signals can be obtained.
In our method we use mel scale method to calculate the
feature vectors of each frame. The mel scale has a simple
analytical form:

Hzffm 1000               )10016.0ln(1125 >+=           (12)

where f  is the frequency in Hz and m  is the mel scaled

frequency. For Hzf 1000≤ , the scale is linear.
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Figure 1. Audio Registration

The implementing procedure of audio registration is
described as follows:
(1) For the original audio s  and the processed audio 's ,

segment them with the same fixed-length. Frame of
s  and 's  can be expressed as ),,1( misi ⋅⋅⋅=  and

),,1( ' njs j ⋅⋅⋅= ;

(2) Calculate the feature vectors of is  and js'  using mel

scales:
      },,,{ 21 iliii vvvV ⋅⋅⋅=                             (13)

      }',,','{' 21 jljjj vvvV ⋅⋅⋅=                             (14)

      where l  is the channel number of mel scales;
(3) Find an optimal path from nm ×  grid by mapping

the feature vectors of is  to the power vectors of js' ;

(a) Initialisation:
Define local constraints and global path constraints;

(b) Recursion:
For njmi ≤≤≤≤ 1 , 1  such that i  and j  stay

within the allowable grid, calculate
)),(),','(([min ''

)'',(
jijiDD ji

ji
ij ζ+=                         (15)

where

∑
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l
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0
,)),(),','((ζ         (16)

with sL  being the number of moves in the path from

)','( ji  to ),( ji .

'   , ' jLjiLi ss =−=−          (17)

∑
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1

2)'(           (18)

(c) Termination:
      mnD

(d) Form an optimal path from )1,1(  to ),( nm  according

to mnD :

      ]},,1[],,,1[|{ njmipP ij ⋅⋅⋅∈⋅⋅⋅∈=          (19)

(4) Register the watermarked audio with the original
audio according to the optimal path:
For Ppij ∈

 If ji < , add the ith frame of s  to 's ;

 If ji > , remove the jth frame from 's .

The feature extraction process can be described as
follows:
(1) For each audio frame is , transform it to frequency        

domain using FFT;
      )()( ii sFjS =ω             (20)

(2) Search the maximum and minimum frequency in the
frequency spectrum;

      minmax  , ff

(3) Determine the channel number 1n  and 2n , where 1n

for kHzf 1≤  and 2n  for kHzf 1> ;

(4) For kHzf 1≤ , calculate the bandwidth of each band:

     
1

min1000

n

f
b

−=           (21)

(5) For kHzf 1≤ , calculate the center frequency of each

band:
    minfibf i +=           (22)

(6) For kHzf 1> , calculate the maximum and minimum

mel scale frequency:

      
)110000016.0ln(1125

)10016.0ln(1125

min

maxmax

+×=
+=

m

fm
            (23)

(7) For kHzf 1> , calculate the mel scale frequency

interval of each band:

      
2

minmax

n

mm
m

−
=∆                                   (24)

(8) For kHzf 1> , calculate the center frequency of each

band:
     0016.0/)1)1125/)1000(exp(( −+∆= mif i            (25)

(9) For kHzf 1> , calculate the bandwidth of each band:

     iii ffb −= +1      (26)

(10) For each center frequency and bandwidth, determine
a triangle window function shown in Fig.2:

   1

0 )( lf       cf           rf

Figure 2. Triangle Window Function
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Where rlc fff ,,  are the center frequency,

minimum frequency and maximum frequency of
each band.

(11) For each band, calculate its spectral power and
generate the feature vector:

       },,,{
2121 nnPPPV +⋅⋅⋅=

v
       ∑

=
=

r

l

f

fj
jji swP     (28)

       Where js  is the spectrum of each frequency band.

2. Experiments and Application

This proposed audio registration method has been
applied to our digital audio watermarking system. To
prevent from attackers who may re-scale audio signal in
time domain, and/or randomly remove or add a frame of
audio signal, audio registration must be performed before
watermark extraction. The watermark embedding and
extracting scheme is shown in Fig.3.

Figure 3. Watermark Embedding and Extracting
Scheme

 In order to further illustrate the registration
algorithm, a watermarked audio and its processed version
are applied to make a test. Fig.4 shows the watermarked
audio with 22.05kHz  sampling rate and 8-bit
quantization. For the watermarked audio, we randomly
remove a frame from it, and then randomly add a frame
into it. The processed audio is shown in Fig.5. On the

basis of the watermarked audio and the processed audio,
we can obtain the registered audio according to our
registration algorithm. Fig.6 shows the registered audio. It
can be seen from the Fig.4 and Fig.6 that the result is
quite good.

Figure 4. Watermarked Audio Signal

Figure 5. Processed Audio Signal

Figure 6. Registered Audio Signal

3. Conclusion

Audio registration is a fundamental task in audio
processing used to match two audio signals whose type of
misalignment in time domain is unknown. In order to
implement it, we proposed a dynamic time-warping
registration method and embed it in our digital audio
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watermarking system. According to this method, an
optimal path will be generated by calculating the
minimum dissimilarity of relevant frames between
reference audio and considered audio. And according to
this optimal path, any possible shifting, scale, or other
non-linear time domain distortion between two audio
signals will be detected and relevant operations will be
done to register the two audio signals.
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